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Corporate finance 
leaders across ME
remain optimistic:
American Express 
KUWAIT: Senior finance executives
across the Middle East remain optimistic
about the economy, the outlook for their
companies and their investments for the
future, despite economic uncertainty,
according to the 2019 Global Business &
Spending Outlook, a survey released
yesterday by American Express Middle
East and Institutional Investor Thought
Leadership Studio. 

The cross-industry findings in the
joint American Express and Institutional
Investor study are based on a global sur-
vey of 901 CFOs and other senior
finance executives of firms with annual
revenues of $500 million or more. 180 of
these respondents are located across the
Middle East region including the United
Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and
Bahrain. Now in its twelfth year, the sur-
vey was conducted in late November
and December 2018.

Whilst senior executives suggest they
are less likely to foresee economic
growth in the region as they did last year
(72 percent in 2019 vs 92 percent in
2018) due in part to lower oil prices, the
growth outlook for the Middle East is in
line with expectations worldwide. 71
percent of the total response base antic-
ipates a substantial or modest expansion
in their home countries. Additionally,
growth expectations within the region
range from 67 percent of respondents
from Bahrain expecting substantial or
modest expansion, to a high of 77 per-
cent in Egypt. 

Only 10 percent of senior finance
executives from the Middle East foresee
a modest or substantial contraction in
2019. Of the 72 percent who do expect
to see growth in 2019, 45 percent antici-
pate modest expansion while 27 percent
anticipate a substantial economic expan-
sion. The majority of executives saw
their companies’ worldwide revenue rise
in 2018 and the Middle East showed
especially strong firm-level performance
compared with Europe and Asia. 

“Despite operating in unsettled times,
senior finance executives across the
region are concentrating on their day-to-

day business but keeping an eye on the
future,” said Mazin Khoury, Chief
Executive Officer, American Express
Middle East. “While they balance spend-
ing to drive topline growth with prof-
itability, they’re pressing ahead with
expansion plans, which include pursuing
foreign trade opportunities, hiring and
investing in next-generation technology.”

Foreign trade 
This year’s survey also highlighted

that despite uncertainties around global
trade issues, a majority (64 percent) of
senior finance executives in the Middle
East expected socioeconomic changes
and global trade policy would strengthen
their companies’ growth prospects in the
near future, while only 5 percent of sen-
ior executives think these issues will
weaken growth prospects. This view
aligns with respondents globally, where
66 percent believe economic changes
and global trade policy will strengthen
their companies’ growth prospects.

Additionally, it was suggested that
expanded foreign trade will be based
more on organic strategies than partner-
ships, with companies most likely to set
up or expand foreign operations (75
percent) and use online media for mar-
keting programs (70 percent) to pursue
international growth opportunities.
These company-controlled strategies
are preferred consistently over local
partnerships and alliances in foreign
markets (58 percent) and produce/ser-
vice localization (48 percent), a sign that
a more nimble approach to foreign trade
is taking hold in the Middle East.

Next-Gen Technology 
And while digital transformation is

clearly a central theme for the majority
of organizations across the region, this
year’s study also revealed a growing
awareness for the dramatic impact of
next-generation technology on competi-
tive dynamics within industries (31 per-
cent, up from 23 percent last year).
Expectations for major disruption on
company operations and performance
(16 percent, compared to 18 percent last
year) or on countries have waned (14
percent, down from 21 percent last year).
Among those industries surveyed, the
media entertainment/ travel (43 percent),
wholesale/retail (41 percent) and con-
struction (38 percent) industries are
most likely to anticipate major disruption
to their industry’s competitive dynamics. 

Queried on the greatest technology
challenge to their industry across the
region, senior finance executives in this
year’s study cite the use of artificial intel-
ligence (59 percent), Fintech applications
for payments, risk management or invest-
ment management (48 percent), and the
Internet of Things (IoT), which includes
embedded sensors and ubiquitous, inter-
net connected devices (43 percent). 

Against this backdrop, in keeping
with their focus on the next generation,
many Middle Eastern companies are
investing in these emerging technologies.
The most popular being artificial intelli-
gence (AI) where 66 percent of respon-
dents indicated this was a major areas of
focus (up from 40 percent in 2018).
Other areas of focus included the
Internet of Things (57 percent in 2019 vs
24 percent in 2018), and fintech (44 per-
cent in 2019 versus 27 percent in 2018). 

Emergence of ‘Generation Z’ 
Another key theme from this year’s

survey was the continued rise of
‘Generation Z’, as both a customer and
employee. Young people under the age
of 24 now make up between 50 percent
and 65 percent of the Middle East popu-
lation, and senior finance executives
across the region believe their compa-
nies are prepared for this generation
(‘Generation Z’) and the technological
and economic changes they bring with
them. 81 percent of those asked agreed
with the statement, “My company has a

long-term plan that considers techno-
logical, demographic and economic
changes over the next 5-10 years” and
78 percent agreed that, “My company
has explicit strategies to appeal to
‘Generation Z’ consumers born between
1995 and 2005.”  

The war for talent 
Companies across the region will

continue to be competing for talent in a
highly competitive marketplace in the
coming year, but senior finance execu-
tives are looking beyond compensation
to attract and retain the best employees.
In the Middle East, 61 percent of senior
executives expect to increase their com-
panies’ worldwide number of employees
between 8 percent-15 percent. On aver-
age, headcount will grow by 8.6 percent
for companies across the region, some-
what lower than the global average of
9.2 percent. However, this increase is not
going to be accompanied by aggressive
increases in compensation. Instead com-
panies will focus on improving career
development opportunities and working
environments.

Just 31 percent of respondents intend
to raise wages or salaries to attract and
retain employees in 2019. Instead com-
panies will expand career development
opportunities (56 percent), improve
working environments through reconfig-
ured office spaces and increased ameni-
ties (56 percent), and allow flexible
working arrangements (45 percent). 

Japan says G20 
summit to debate 
trade including 
WTO reform 
TOKYO: Substantial discussions on trade, including
reform of the World Trade Organization, will likely take
place at a summit of Group of 20 major economies next
week in Osaka, a senior Japanese finance ministry official
said yesterday.

Japan, which chairs this year’s G20 gatherings, will take
a neutral stance in the US-China trade row and urge coun-
tries to resolve tensions with a multilateral framework, said
Masatsugu Asakawa, vice finance minister for international
affairs. “With regard to differences (on trade) between the
United States and China, Japan of course won’t take sides.
We will also not take any steps that go against WTO

rules,” said Asakawa, who oversaw the G20 finance lead-
ers’ gathering earlier this month.

“Japan will continue to take a multilateral approach in
promoting free trade,” he told a news conference. China
and the United States, the world’s two largest economies,
are in the middle of a costly trade dispute that has pres-
sured financial markets and damaged the world economy.

Markets are focused on whether US President Donald
Trump and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping can narrow
their differences when they sit down at the G20 summit.
The bitter trade war has forced the International
Monetary Fund to cut its global growth forecast and
overshadowed the G20 meetings that conclude with the
Osaka summit on June 28-29.

At the finance leaders’ gathering, the G20 issued a
communique warning that trade and geopolitical tensions
have “intensified” and that policymakers stood ready to
take further action against such risks.

“The macro-economic impact (of the trade tensions) is
an issue of concern,” Asakawa said, conceding it took
considerable time for G20 finance ministers and central
bank heads to agree on their communique’s language on
trade. More “concrete” discussions on trade policy will

take place at the G20 Osaka summit, he added. The row
over trade appeared to spread to currency policy when
Trump criticised European Central Bank President Mario
Draghi’s dovish comments as aimed at weakening the euro
to give the region’s exports an unfair trade advantage.

Asakawa rebuffed the view the Bank of Japan’s mas-
sive stimulus program could also provoke the ire of
Trump. He also said the G20 shared an understanding that
members would accept any exchange-rate moves driven
by ultra-easy monetary policies as long as the measures
are not directly aimed at manipulating currencies.

“The BOJ’s ultra-easy policy is aimed at beating
deflation, not at manipulating exchange rates. That’s
understood widely among the G20 economies,” he said.
Fears of the widening fallout from the trade war have
heightened market expectations the US Federal Reserve
will start cutting interest rates this year. Draghi said on
Tuesday the ECB will ease again if inflation fails to
accelerate.

The dovish tone of other central banks have piled
pressure on the BOJ, though many analysts expect it
to keep policy steady at least at this week’s rate
review.  —Reuters

Turkish lira weakens 
on report detailing 
possible US sanctions
ISTANBUL: The Turkish lira weakened yesterday after
Bloomberg said the United States is considering sanc-
tions that could target Turkish defense companies, cut-
ting them off from the U.S. financial system over
Ankara’s purchase of a Russian defense system.

Ankara and Washington have sparred publicly for
months over the S-400 missile systems, expected to be
delivered to Turkey as early as next month. Washington
has said that would trigger US sanctions under CAT-
SAA, a law calling for sanctions against countries
procuring military equipment from Russia.

The lira stood at 5.8750 against the dollar at 0633
GMT, weakening from Tuesday’s close of 5.8265.
Earlier, it weakened as far as 5.9250. The most severe
package under discussion would all but cripple the
already troubled Turkish economy, Bloomberg reported
three people familiar with the matter as saying.

It said the idea with the most support for now is to
target several companies in Turkey’s defense sector
with sanctions that would effectively sever them from
the US financial system, making it almost impossible for
them to buy American components or sell their prod-
ucts in the United States.

“We see negative newsflow this morning. News that
new sanctions are being assessed created selling pres-
sure on the lira,” said a treasury desk trader at one
bank. “We can’t say the impact is that great because no
concrete step is expected before the Trump-Erdogan
talks. But in the period ahead, relations with the US will
remain the main topic on the market’s agenda,” he said.
The dispute between the NATO allies has set investors
on edge, sending the lira down nearly 10 percent
against US dollar so far this year. A currency crisis last
year tipped economy into recession. The S-400s are
not compatible with NATO’s defence systems and
Washington says they would compromise its F-35
fighter jets. Ankara has repeatedly said that it will not
back down from its Russian order adding that it will
“take reciprocal steps” if the United States imposes
sanctions.  —Reuters

WASHINGTON: China’s global Belt and Road Initiative
could boost economies and reduce poverty rates in
dozens of developing countries, but risks environmental
damage, debt and corruption if improvements aren’t
made, the World Bank said yesterday.

President Xi Jinping’s signature foreign policy aims
to reinvent the ancient Silk Road to connect Asia to
Europe and Africa through massive investments in mar-
itime, road and rail projects-with hundreds of billions of
dollars in financing from Chinese banks. Critics, howev-
er, say the six-year-old BRI is a plan to boost Beijing’s
global influence, riddled with opaque deals favoring
Chinese companies, and will saddle nations with debt
and environmental damage.

The World Bank’s “Belt and Road Economics” report
said the project has “the potential to substantially
improve trade, foreign investment, and living condi-
tions”, but only if China and corridor countries make
policy reforms to improve transparency, expand trade
and mitigate against environmental and corruption
risks.  While trade will “increase sharply, if unevenly”
for economies along the routes, the “potential gains
come with considerable risks”, according to Ceyla
Pazarbasioglu, a World Bank vice president.

The report estimated that the BRI would boost trade
by 2.8 to 9.7 percent for participating countries and
between 1.7 and 6.2 percent for the world. However, the
study found that around a quarter of those economies
already have high debt levels and for some them,
“medium-term vulnerabilities could increase”. The
report said large infrastructure projects are “inherently
risky,” as they can create corruption and failures in
public procurement.

This has caused the US, India and some European

nations to look at the project with suspicion.

‘Greater transparency’ 
The World Bank study found Chinese firms account

for the majority of BRI contracts, although “limited
data” was available. According to one estimate, it said
more than 60 percent of Chinese-funded BRI projects
are allocated to Chinese companies. “Little is known
about the processes for selecting firms,” the World
Bank report said. “Moving toward international good
practices such as open and transparent public procure-
ment would increase the likelihood that BRI projects
are allocated to the firms best placed to implement
them.” “Belt and Road Economics” recommended the
BRI made information regarding planning, fiscal costs,
budgeting and procurement more available to the pub-
lic to improve the effectiveness of individual infrastruc-
ture investments and national development strategies.
“Greater transparency is essential to encourage com-
munity involvement and build public trust in investment
decisions,” the report said.

President Xi has already tried to bat away concerns,
telling a gathering of 37 world leaders in Beijing in
April: “Everything should be done in a transparent way
and we should have zero tolerance for corruption.”

He told journalists at the same forum: “We are com-
mitted to supporting open, clean and green develop-
ment and rejecting protectionism.” Chinese foreign
ministry spokesman Lu Kang said on Wednesday in
response to the World Bank report that China would
study “earnestly” its opinions and suggestions. He
added China would “continue to adhere to the princi-
ples of joint discussion, construction, sharing and open-
ness, tolerance, and transparency”. —AFP

Initiative could boost economies and reduce poverty rates

Reforms and transparency needed 
for Belt and Road success: WB

BEIJING: In this file photo, journalists and officials walk past a screen showing a photo of the southern
Chinese city of Guangzhou, at the venue of the Belt and Road Forum in Beijing. China’s global Belt and Road
Initiative could boost economies and reduce poverty rates in dozens of developing countries, but risks envi-
ronmental damage, debt and corruption if improvements aren’t made, the World Bank said yesterday. —AFP

Global economic 
slowdown hits 
oil consumption
LONDON: Global oil consumption rose last year at
the slowest rate since 2014, as higher prices and
broad deceleration in manufacturing activity and
freight movements took their toll on fuel use and
petrochemicals. Consumption is likely to rise even
more slowly in 2019, given the further weakening of
most manufacturing and freight indicators since the
start of the year.

World consumption increased by just 1.44 million
barrels per day (1.46 percent) in 2018, according to the
latest edition of the BP Statistical Review of World
Energy, published on June 11.

Consumption growth slowed from 1.67 million bpd
(1.72 percent) in 2017, 1.69 million bpd (1.78 percent) in
2016, and 1.85 million bpd (1.99 percent) in 2015. If the
global economy experiences a mid-cycle slowdown this
year similar to those in 2014/15 or 2011/12, consump-
tion growth could decelerate to as little as 1.0 or 1.2
percent in 2019. Given current consumption of almost
exactly 100 million barrels per day, that would imply an
increase of just 1.0 to 1.2 million bpd in 2019.

A full-blown global recession would obviously
reduce growth even further, potentially well below 1.0
million bpd, and leave the market severely oversupplied.

For the moment, all three major statistical agencies
predict growth of around 1.2 million bpd in 2019, imply-
ing a mid-cycle slowdown but no recession. —Reuters


